Knitted Animal Scarves Mitts And Socks 35 Fun And Fluffy Creatures To Knit And Wear

Harry Potter: Knitting Magic

Don't let those hard- or soft-boiled eggs go cold in their little egg cups-wrap them up in a tiny knit "jacket!" These whimsical works of art offer endless fun and kitschy possibilities, and this illustrated guide features 30 egg-

Knitted Toys

Covering tools, yarns, and all the techniques and stitches you'll need to create the projects. And a Create Your Own Design section will inspire knitters to let their imagination run wild to create personalized accessories that are cute and easy to knit. The book is organized by the different kinds of creatures like Cuddly Critters, Feathered Friends, Huggable Horrors, Adorable Aliens, and Festive Friends, inspiring you to make hats for your children to dress them up as their favorite animal. Featuring bears, owls, frogs, foxes, sharks, robots, dinosaurs, bunnies, and even Shrek-like ears, there are loads of delightful ways to dress up your child in charming creations that are quick and easy to knit. The book includes thirty-five animal hat projects including, Hoot the owl, Leandro the lion, and Hunter the hound.

Geek Knits

Knit a Critter

Stocking stuffers, ornaments, or toys for children as you teach them the words to this classic song. The book even comes with an easy-to-assemble paperboard pear tree tucked into the back, perfect for displaying your charming holiday song "The Twelve Days of Christmas." Each pattern begins with a list of materials needed and includes step-by-step instructions, along with full-color photographs of the completed dolls. An illustrated "How to" section and clear photographs to illustrate the details that give each animal its character, you will be able to knit something wonderful for the nursery in no time.

The Twelve Knits of Christmas

From a partridge in a pear tree to twelve drummers drumming, Fiona Goble's The Twelve Knits of Christmas brings the popular verse to life as knitters of all skill levels create each of the twelve characters featured in the book. Featuring thirty-five animal hat projects including, Hoot the owl, Leandro the lion, and Hunter the hound. Features thirty-five animal hat projects including, Hoot the owl, Leandro the lion, and Hunter the hound.

Animal nursery

Adorable hats and other accessories featuring animal and monster designs. An adorable collection of animal-themed hat and mitten sets for babies and toddlers from ages six months to three years, that kids will love and adults will appreciate. Includes a "How To" section and clear photographs to illustrate the details that give each animal its character, you will be able to knit something wonderful for the nursery in no time.

Amigurumi animal scarves

Cute and easy knitting

Adorable animal hats for babies and toddlers. Everyone loves babies, and everyone loves Fiona Goble's wonderful knitted animal designs, so what could be more loveable than this collection of animal knits for babies up to three years old? For new babies, knit a puppy swaddling blanket, a bluebird bib, or "sleeping sheep" mitts. As your baby grows, they'll look adorable in the tiger trousers and hat, the koala booties, or a bright-green frog hat and matching onesie. And as they start to crawl and explore the world, the bumblebee hat and shorts or the rabbit booties will add to their fun. For those just finding their feet, make a rabbit sweater, or a zebra cardigan, while older babies will love making these designs for all their friends and family.

Knit Your Own Royal Wedding

A charming collection of 35 projects to knit for the royal wedding of Prince William and Kate Middleton. Knit Your Own Royal Wedding features projects for Prince William, Kate Middleton, the Queen, Prince Harry, other members of the royal family, and even a cute little corgi. The background scene, which fits into a pocket in the back cover, is an illustrated foldout of Westminster Abbey. Also included are instructions for a few wedding accessories. Each project comes complete with knitting instructions and full-color photos of the finished creations. Knit Your Own Royal Wedding features projects for Prince William, Kate Middleton, the Queen, Prince Harry, other members of the royal family, and even a cute little corgi.
Everyone loves wearing something featuring their favourite animal, and there are 35 designs to choose from here. Hats for tiny babies include Buzzy Bee, Tweet the Robin or Rudy the Rabbit. For bigger kids make something to outfit and have fun making the perfect gift for friends and family.

Amigurumi Animal Scarves

Louise brings her unique style of coordinated knitwear with cute colorwork details to this new collection of toy animal knitting patterns. There are a total of twelve knitted animals—each with their own unique personality and idiosyncrasies. These patterns are perfect for creating coordinating outfits and have fun making the perfect gift for friends and family.

Knitted Animal Hats

Everyone loves babies, and everyone loves Fiona Goble's wonderful knitted animal designs, so what could be more loveable than this collection of animal knits for babies up to three years old?

Features thirty-six patterns for knit hats for men, women, and children, and includes tips and techniques for holding yarn, making a slip knot, knitting cables, and sewing in ends.
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A dozen clever patterns for beautiful fabric and fabric stash gifts that you can stitch in an afternoon or less. With these 12 fun projects, you'll open up a whole new area of creativity in yourself - and give gifts that charm and amaze your friends. Projects include Easy Beaded Bags, Pretty Pincushions, Pillow Pom-Poms, Origami Pouches, Crescent Clutch, Collage Cards Galore, Sole-ful Slippers, Travel Accessories and Textile Triangles.

For example, the 'tigerskin' rug is a masterpiece. "- WendyKnits
"A wonderful book for the quirky, whimsical and curious . . . and no animals will be harmed!" - DemonicProgress
"Some of the patterns are brilliant. For example, the 'tigerskin' rug is a masterpiece." - WendyKnits
"Capture the essence of stately home chic (and pretend you're an extra from Downton Abbey) with the selection of kitsch knitting patterns inside Faux Taxidermy Knits." - Interweave
"Faux Taxidermy Knits offers you fifteen fabulously quirky and fun knitting patterns that tap into the massive trend for taxidermy-inspired craft projects with an ironic twist! Split into two sections, wearables and habitat, this unique book includes knitting patterns from moose and badger wall hangings and tiger rugs to fox stoles and paw mittens for the modern, young knitter looking for something different and new to create. The style of the book is contemporary and fun with modern-retro photography to compliment the quirky nature of the projects. "Capture the essence of stately home chic (and pretend you're an extra from Downton Abbey) with the selection of kitsch knitting patterns inside Faux Taxidermy Knits." - Interweave
"From fox stoles to wall-mounted moose heads to tiger rugs—hip projects that will unleash the animal lover in every knitter! Faux Taxidermy Knits offers you fifteen fabulously quirky and fun knitting patterns that tap into the massive trend for taxidermy-inspired craft projects with an ironic twist! Split into two sections, wearables and habitat, this unique book includes knitting patterns from moose and badger wall hangings and tiger rugs to fox stoles and paw mittens for the modern, young knitter looking for something different and new to create. The style of the book is contemporary and fun with modern-retro photography to compliment the quirky nature of the projects." - Interweave

"A novel way to decorate for the holidays--instructions for a handknit nativity scene complete with 16 dolls and a foldout manger so that you can display your creations. Inside Knitivity: Create Your Own Christmas Scene, you'll find a wonderful way to celebrate the true meaning of Christmas by creating a handknit nativity scene complete with Mary, Joseph, baby Jesus, an angel and star, the three wise men and their gifts, the shepherds and their

"Knitted Animal Scarves, Mitts and Socks" is sure to have fans everywhere summoning needles, conjuring yarn, and practicing their best knitting wizardry.

"You'll be coming back time and time again to knit these sweet and simple projects." Review of Knitted Animal Socks, Mitts, and Scarves, Knitting magazine

"Knitted Animal Scarves, Mitts and Socks" is sure to have fans everywhere summoning needles, conjuring yarn, and practicing their best knitting wizardry.

"Knitted Animal Friends" provides detailed knitting patterns, schematics and basic techniques for making both adult- and child-sized animal hats—including a cat, dog, chicken, rabbit, pig, frog, penguin, cow, elephant, fox, koala, monkey, panda, lion, mouse—plus how-to instruction for adding a fleece lining. Original.

"My First Animal Knitting Book" is sure to have fans everywhere summoning needles, conjuring yarn, and practicing their best knitting wizardry.

"Harry Potter: Knitting Magic" is sure to have fans everywhere summoning needles, conjuring yarn, and practicing their best knitting wizardry.

"Knitted Animal Scarves, Mitts and Socks" is sure to have fans everywhere summoning needles, conjuring yarn, and practicing their best knitting wizardry.

"Harry Potter: Knitting Magic" is sure to have fans everywhere summoning needles, conjuring yarn, and practicing their best knitting wizardry.